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vinyl record cleaner+ 
Jham Session vinyl record cleaner+ 
(VRC+) was developed specifically for 
the needs of today’s vinyl enthusiast. 
Formulated for manual as well as 
ultrasonic cleaning of vinyl records, 
rinse-optional Jham Session VRC+ 
safely and effectively removes dirt, 
grease, grime, oils, chemicals and 
solvents without harming your vinyl.  

Jham Session VRC+ is non-flammable, 
biodegradable as well as phosphate, 
perfume, and dye-free. 
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For Best Results 
Make sure the work area is clean and clear of dirt, dust, pet hair, etc. 

If there are any especially dirty areas of the record apply Jham Session VRC+ directly to 
the affected areas.  

Instructions 

1. Gently dust any surface dirt from the record. 
2. Spray Jham Session VRC+ directly on one side of the record, using enough to 

wet and effectively clean the entire record. Four or five sprays is usually 
enough once it’s spread around. Try not to wet the label, but it’s OK if it gets a 
little wet. The label will dry and most likely be unaffected. 

3. Place the record on your work surface, wet side up. Using a microfiber cloth or 
nylon cleaning brush wipe the record in a circular pattern, following the 
grooves. Make several passes in each direction, using gentle pressure. 

4. Optionally, rinse the record by spraying with distilled water 
5. Using a dry microfiber cloth, or a dry area of the current cloth, wipe the record 

dry, again following the grooves. Make several passes around the record. 
6. Flip the record over and repeat the process for the other side. 
7. Allow record to dry and then place it in a clean inner sleeve for protection. 



Microfiber cloth care 
Over time the microfiber cloths will pick up dirt and should be cleaned. 

 Wash in cold water. 
 Do not use fabric softener as it may not rinse out completely, leaving chemical 

residue that could transfer to your vinyl. 

Stylus cleaning with the Reusable Gel Stylus Cleaning Pad 

 Ensure your turntable is powered OFF. 
 Gently lift the tone arm and then lower it so the stylus comes to rest on the gel 

stylus cleaning pad. Lift the tone arm and return it to its resting position. 
 The gel cleaning pad will retain dirt and lint from the stylus. 
 The gel pad can be cleaned with soap and water, then air dried. 

Using the carbon fiber brush 

 Swing the protective arm open. 
 Holding the brush at a 90° angle to your album and lightly sweep the surface of 

the record. 
 Close the protective arm, running it across the bristles to free any debris. 
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Cleaning CD/DVD/Blu-ray and game discs 

 Gently dust any surface dirt from the disc. 
 Spray Jham Session VRC+ directly on the side to be cleaned. 
 Using a microfiber handling cloth, wipe from the center of the disc in a straight 

line to the outer edge. 
 Do not wipe optical discs in a circular motion. 

Jham Session vinyl record cleaner concentrate (VRCC) 
For use with ultrasonic and spin style record cleaners 

 Mix one capful of Jham Session VRCC for every 12 oz distilled water. 
 Spin style record cleaners typically have a 24 oz reservoir and will require two 

capfuls of Jham Session VRCC. 
 Clean record per cleaning device manufacturer instructions. 


